
- Doel Chowdhury,   Grade V

them. They can even be attacked by other great white sharks. 
But the biggest enemy to Great white sharks are humans; 

and jaws. 

Great white sharks have bones called cartilage bones; we 
have it in our nose. Cartilage bones are lighter than normal 
bones, which mean it takes less energy for sharks to move 
around. 

Great white sharks’ ancestors are Megalodons. 
Megalodons were one of the biggest sharks in the ancient times, 
about two times the size of Great white sharks, but they are 
extinct now. Great white sharks are amazing creatures.  
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- Aaryan Kumar Grade III

Anjali

Great White Shark

O
who was always looking for adventure.

island. No sailor had ever returned if they tried to go to the 

was going to set off on his journey to the Forbidden Island.

Great white shark is one of my favorite animals; they are sometimes as long 

their body is grey and the bottom is white. Their teeth look like it is only 

sometimes dead whales. Great white shark does not eat anything that comes 

it releases the creature. 

Great white sharks are found in the Unites States, 

from warm water (25 – 30 degree centigrade), which means 

loners because they go on long journeys alone. One of the South 

a 6000 mile journey which took her 3 months.

Sharks that are bigger than the great white shark for 



asking my father when we will reach Istanbul?  Finally after 

nights in Turkey, and then we went to Italy.  

back to our hotel. In the following days we visited Colosseum, 

Venice. 
In Venice, we visited an island called Murano. There we 

- Sneha Kundu, Grade V
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- Akanksha Mukherjee, Grade III

Mmischievous. Everyone in the family and even my 
friends are scared of him.

bad, I get scolded for it. Sometimes, I wish he were never born. 

mother scolds me he hits me so that my mother has nothing to 

Venice
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The Lost City

- Tuhin Nag, Grade V

Anjali

Tdon’t read this book for if you go in there you may not 

gone on many adventures before, but none of them could be 

his adventures like this one, were in the water. 

monster, the monster he had been searching for throughout 

encounter he found out that the sub could shoot a missile at 
the touch of a button.

but there was no blast. The missile just went through the 

he manoeuvred into the sand and found out that it was a 

themselves.
Then he heard the same sound that he heard from his 

the whole submarine shook. The submarine was moving on 

were friendly. 

when attached to his chest, gave him the ability to breathe 
underwater and walk with ease. But soon he found out that 

Monsters? 

the main city. She knew that his chance of survival was zero 

him in his heart was, or where a normal human heart should 
be anyway. It seemed to have worked. The monster dissolved 

to, he thought it was a giant court and that was exactly what 
it was. There were twelve huge chairs even though only four 

indeed it was.  

Pets? 
and you call the monsters that make it pets?
ridiculed.

his surroundings.

Then at the right moment he remembered about the coin. 

dungeon. If you win, then we shall allow you to become a citizen 

Continued on page 81 ...
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Micro-Fiction

- Arunansu Patra, Grade VIII

Ma story is narrated so that it is very short yet at a 
length enough to actually narrate a full story. Ernest 

This extremely short story has gained fame around the world to 

with 50 words at the most. The regulations were that the story 
may be laid out however the author wants it to be, but the story 

of stories that are of 50 words.

I have done it. I have done something that I would never 

The cause of this day of grief, snatched thousands of lives 

unleashed by nature itself, on March 11th.

to write beyond the maximum limit, to shorten their writings 

writing these stories, we were allowed to give and get feedback 

 ... Continued from page 80
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- Arpan Bose, Grade  VI

O
left Bloomington, Indiana, on Friday evening and we stayed 

I’ve ever been to.
         Since there was no match currently going on when we 

and Nicole Gibbs. This was the 

there at the stadium. There were 

There was a reason we left that game to see another one. 

The match was a men’s singles match between Dennis Kudla 

row so we had the best view and we could see how fast the balls 

legend Jimmy Connors.
By this time, it was almost one 

o’clock and it was time to leave Cincinnati to 

my life. 

My Visit to Cincinnati Open
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Women’s Sports Are Important! 

- Aishwarya Kumar, Grade VIII

2the world are excited for it, maybe starting from when the 

forward to 2018.

that deserves some more recognition. The matches have similar, 

2006, but it is a start.

dollars a year while Marta Vieira da Silva makes 500 thousand, 
and is not as famous while being one of the best female soccer 

The media rarely covers women’s soccer, and because 

are disliked by some women for the violence that involuntarily 

nervous, because they believe they are not good enough, or are 
scared of it.

have similar gender ratios as soccer, but it should not be that 

Kosuke Kitajima but they might not know Satomi Suzuki.

however men are the ones that are more recognized at the 

bigger. Germany 2011 is considered the start of the revolution 
of women’s soccer, and we should not let that effort end. 
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Sakura Medal 

- Nishant Chanda, Grade VII

Anjali

Severy year by many international schools including mine, 
St. Mary’s. The word Sakura means cherry blossom in 

of genres and of different reading levels. In the elementary 

School levels there are English and 

total of eight categories. During 
the autumn season, students start 

a certain number of books read, 
students get a chance to vote for 

students vote for the category they read for. In 

Medal Books are announced. 

students.  Questions are asked from the selected books. The 

category the student entered his art to, along with 

winner of the 2013 Sakura Medal in Middle School 



Things, I Love  

- Sneha Pal, Grade V
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- Krish Kothari, Grade V

Peaceful War  

Dancing on the

They are as soft

‘Twas a day 
a strong breeze blew.

Their old homes,

Their cocoons,

Floated down.

‘Twas three day later

In all the beauty and
Excitement,

Sakura season

I love the color red;

Even a red ribbon on my head.

Because, I am very tall.

I love chocolates and ice-cream.
Eat them while watching TV.
My favorite cartoon is ‘Chhota Bheem’.

I love the month December.
Santa comes by sled,

I love to go to Dida’s house,



Fifty shades of Blue

-  Aakriti Narang, Grade XI

- overriding mine for English - assembling all the thoughts 

The sizzling heat waves that were haunting inhabitants 

nothing short of that, and in fact exceeded my limited expectations.

countryside and infrastructure, intricately weaved together 

difference in the heat between the two cities and neither was 

and the beach wouldn’t be far. 

documentaries. The staff was very courteous and greeted every 

but the most eye-catching sight, which, after learning about 

windows of the hotel lay the edge of the Great East China Sea, or 
in other words, the beach. 

The shimmering waves gave more than justice to the blue 

because it was heavenly, untouched by the resourceful and greedy 
wit of man (besides, of course, our hotel which was located right 

they could live near the sea. There I was, living their dream. 

surroundings from the balcony. 

visited all there was to visit in Okinawa. Day one began by eating 

choose, I ate all three together, everyday. 

day began by visiting OIST – Okinawa Institute of Science and 

student. Flawless is how I would describe its architecture and 

here and there, their tails or heads being visible only one at a 

when the show had started. 

was designed by a brain that must have seemed crazy to others. 

The colours were indescribable. Beauty beyond belief would be 

to dark blue, getting lighter and suddenly turning as light as sky 

to enjoy the silky white sand sliding beneath my toes with every 

landed in Okinawa.  Their refuges were dark, hidden (in their 

during war. 
During the nights, I would take a stroll alongside the beach 

with my mother or enjoy the lively crowd which all gathered 

On the day before the last, we took the initiative to drive 

destroyed during the Battle of Okinawa however they re-built 

On the last day of our stay, we made a round to the local 

souvenir from Okinawa that I would fondly cherish. 
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Our Durga Puja Abroad

-  Arunit Baidya, Grade IX

enthusiastic, cordial and friendly.

celebration community. I still remember and miss those days 
when almost everybody from the Embassy of India in Katmandu 

of activities in connection with the celebration. Invitation, 

feeling. Thank you Indians abroad who make us enjoy Durga 

we think is right or are we doing what our friends tell is ‘right’?

is a strong conscience.

The Burqua Avenger

- Utso Bose, Grade  VIII
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Death of a Teacher

- Bob Watson (Amartya Mukherjee, Grade IX)

Anjali

T
get the bullet removed.

which can only be due to wood, indicating that you were 

indicates that you lived in a war zone area in the Middle East as 

a war going on there and it is in the Syrian Desert. Therefore, it 

mysteries from long time ago and many criminals would 

the criminal’s genes by his blood. I could name a number of 

to think about things I want to think about.

That is all he said and then he went to his room.

The staff assembled in front of the room let us in, knowing 

desk and saw that before he died; he used his blood to write 

then offered his analysis.

food court. There he told me how he made his observations.

I found out that he was 170cm tall by measuring the distance 
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Death of a Teacher

Durga Puja 2013

it was bought just a few days ago. To get a gun, you need to give 

there is only one gun store in town so we can go to that gun store 

of eligibility, we can tell who bought this gun and whether he 

So, we went to the gun store and talked to the man who 
works there. 

and the teacher wrote the word ‘sorry’, which means that the 

in my school and get good marks in all of my tests. I used to 

saying that it was not his concern. Soon, I began to lose focus 

other than to avenge the teacher who was the cause of my 

extremely seriously and was always at the aid of bullied victims. 

saw a 20-year-old boy stealing a bike. I took a taxi and reached 

A few days later…

listen. Detection is a science that is not to be written in the 

was right. 

‘How often have I said to you that 
when you have eliminated the
impossible, whatever remains,
however improbable, must be the
truth?’

           Arthur Conan Doyle
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Terminator Pig

-  Aakash Duttagupta, Grade X

Anjali

time could survive its bite, a head so large that its fore limbs 

meters high, the entelodont was truly monster. The entelodont, 

entelodont; they thought that it was a large bear like creature, 
only recently has it been discovered, by grooves in the teeth that 

hard to believe that the entelodonts would need such enlarged 
canines for herbivorous nutrition. Scientists have struggled 

to struggle to identify its eating habits and behavior. 

to bears and to hyenas. It is nothing like anything you or I could 

the head was so large that it was scientists had to struggle to 

right when they walked. These muscles carried its oversized 

scientists to believe that they could have carried the entelodonts 

Their teeth were interlocking which meant that they could bite 

incisors jutting out of their mouths, these are some features that 

behind the canines and their molars were at the back of the jaw 

are not different from mammals. But these teeth are for very 

In 1993 a discovery suggested that the entelodont 

marks have been found on the skulls of some of the biggest 
and fastest animals of its time. Some rhino and horse skulls had 

have led scientists to believe that the entelodonts didn’t just 

with cloven hooves suggested that they might not have been 
very good hunters, because unlike other carnivores the cloven 

white river formation. 25 million years ago this was a watering 
hole where horses and rhinos would gather to drink. Other 

Dr. Sundell discovered the fossils of several camels clustered 

victims of several carnivores like the hyenadon or the early 

kills before it eats.
The eye sockets of this animal face towards the front 

rely on their claws to bring it down, with cloven hooves it was 

hooves?

rhinoceroses. There are 2 theories of how an entelodont may 

Theory 2- this theory is a more relevant theory that also 

states that the entelodont would use all its bulk and ability to 
accelerate and run into the animal to knock it over then would 
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The entelodonts, obviously, had the right tools for 
hunting. But there is more to hunting than just the kill. The 

the entelodont may have behaved and hunted. 30 million years 
ago northwest Nebraska was a muddy watering hole where 

of a 700lb rhino is clearly visible. But these rocks also reveal 
another fact- the rhino was being followed.  But the stalker 
was not our cloven hooved friend; it was another one of the 
biggest and meanest carnivore of its time- a hyenadon. But an 

hyenadon and other sabre tooth cats. So why would a hungry 

for a long time. But then with modern technology the skull was 

there was a big chunk that was devoted to smelling. This could 

behavior of the animal. The zigzagging motion would have 

to kill, but it may have let the others do the killing, it may, 
like hyenas and some other modern carnivores, have been a 

at all but that they were full time scavengers. 

of a scavenger, the front teeth of a meat-eating carnivore and 
the back teeth of an herbivore. It may have evolved from an 
herbivore to an omnivore meaning it could any anything that 
was available. This is what may have made it so successful in 

becoming cooler and drier, the vegetation was becoming less 

of these animals grew bigger and faster to cover more land in 

challenge the entelodont had to grow bigger. This giant version 
of the entelodont was like a bison with teeth of a carnivore. 

largest of the Miocene’s animals.

Standing more than 3 meters tall at the shoulders 

years ago, this is where the big mammals came to drink and at 

carnivores may have been a little smaller than the dinohyus 

Teeth- dinohyus ate well because its teeth and jaw 

nutritious marrow inside. The bear dogs could do all these 
things, in fact they could do them better because the dinohyus 

dog wouldn’t.

of the Miocene by growing in size the bear dog had reacted to 

and synchronized hunting.

of what it had. The bones of some large mammals had teeth 

marrow on the inside. This is how the dinohyus must have been 

seen in the animals of changing environments. The nutritious 

The bear dogs had migrated from their homeland in 

crushing jaws, dinohyus could defend its dinner from just about 

The bear dogs, in many ways could out run and out bite 

ever evolved on earth. Dinohyus had ruled the world for almost 

more. From now on brains, and not brawn would decide who 
ruled and who didn’t. In combat the dinohyus would be larger 

them a decisive advantage over them.

for over 20 million years. But the bear dogs had a very big 

dogs would have had to learn synchronized hunting and they 

acted against a dinohyus, even a large dinohyus wouldn’t stand 
a chance against 2 or 3 bear dogs. 
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Poem on War  

- Aashi Dwivedi, Grade VIII

Anjali
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STATEMENT OF ACCOUNT FOR 2012-2013

INCOME EXPENDITURE
ITEM AMOUNT ITEM AMOUNT

Opening Balance on July 
11, 2012 from 2011-2012

In bank a/c
Cash in hand

Yen  623,987

Break  up -
Yen  279,371
Yen  344,616

Expenses for Durga Puja, Anjali 
printing, Saraswati Puja, Poila 
Boisakh Celebration, Community 
meetings, Storage of Durga 
Pratima, Hall rentals, rehearsals 
etc.

Yen  1,836,484

Expenses for new Durga idol 
from Kumartuli this year 

Yen  447,102

Expenses for making new carry 
box for new Durga idol in Japan

Yen  164,310

Collection by
Subscriptions, pronami, 
advertisements in Anjali 
etc.

Yen  1,945,753 Closing balance on July 11, 2013 
(carried forward to 
2013 – 2014) 

In bank a/c
Cash in hand

Yen 121,844

Break up –
Yen  107,491
Yen  14,353

TOTAL Yen  2,569,740 TOTAL Yen  2,569,740

Anjali Editorial Team 


